Mapping resource effectiveness across urban systems
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Introduction
Cities have evolved as centers of economic growth
and contributed to high carbon emission due to
resource intensive urban activities [1]. Meeting the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), more
specifically, SDG 11 for sustainable cities and
communities and SDG 12 for responsible production
and consumption, while aligning with SDG 4 for
decent work and economic growth, is challenged by
these consumption patterns and the trends of global
urbanization [2].
This study implemented the framework on 38 cities
across England, Wales and Scotland to analyze the
pattern of resource use for the Great Britain as a
whole system. At each individual city, resource inputoutput data is translated to an interconnected
network where the linkages represent resource flows
between the socio-economic sectors to study the
producer-consumer relationships between the
sectors and evaluate the effectiveness indicators.
These provide insights to characterize the producerconsumer behaviors of the urban system through
quantification of resource use for better
understanding of resource sustainability and helps to
regulate material demands in future urban
development.

Methodology
Urban systems are often described as open systems
where the intake of resources is heavily dependent
on flows imported from the external environment. An
open system network effectiveness analysis, a novel
urban sustainability assessment framework, is
developed to evaluate the states of resource
utilization and conversion by investigating the cities'
producer and consumer behaviors [3]. The
effectiveness analysis is performed by modelling the
network of resource flows, at intra-city level, to study
the interactions between the socio-economic sectors
within the urban systems. The metrics of system
performance, namely the effectiveness of utilization
and the effectiveness of conversion which represent
the consumption and production characteristics of
the system respectively. The effectiveness of
utilization is defined as the ability of the system to
maximize the use of resources imported from regions
outside the cities whereas the effectiveness of
conversion indicates the ability of the system to
convert the resource imported to useful products for
exporting purposes.
Metric

Description

Effectiveness of
Utilization, 𝛆𝐔

A new dimensionless system-wide
performance metric based on the
ratio of exergy destruction to total
exergy import, representing a
fraction of the total resources
imported that is utilized in the
system to produce work done.
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➢ Network Representation of the urban system

A dimensionless ratio of total
useful output (except 𝑓𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 𝑖 ) to
the total input of a sector,
representing the useful work
produced with a given resource
intake.

Discussion
▪ Comparing the performances of different urban
systems, Singapore’s single city system while
having a similar levels of overall effectiveness
(R) as the average British city, it exhibits a more
consistent and even resource effectiveness
balance (θ).
▪ The findings reveal the taxonomy of the roles of
the clusters where most cities in Great Britain
are open system consumers relying on imports
where effectiveness decreases with declining
exergy intensities.
▪ At optimum processing efficiency of each sector,
resource intakes through intra-system supplies
would increase flow circulation within the system
and reduce the importing flows from outside the
city boundary.

Conclusion

a. All 38 functional urban areas (FUAs) in Great Britain are included in this case study to analyze effectiveness
performance of system as a whole.
b. The FUAs are connected by inter-city input-output flows as resources exchange among the cities to present a
whole urban system network. The system interacts with the external surroundings via imports and exports from
abroad (A). Local extraction activities are considered as raw material imports into the system from the natural
environment (E).
c. Within each FUA, the intra-sectoral system consists of all socio-economic sectors in the cities and the linkages
between the sectors including the domestic sector (Do) which provides labor work to support the economic
activities via employment. The capital node (K) is also a part of the intra-city system to account for inflows and
outflows of monetary resources.

➢ Effectiveness plot: Effectiveness of Utilization, 𝜺𝑼 versus Effectiveness of Conversion, 𝜺𝑪
Measuring the polar magnitude and angle from the effectiveness plot gives the overall resource effectiveness (R)
and the overall effectiveness balance (θ).
R: The overall resource
effectiveness measures the
ability to make use of the
resources
θ: The overall effectiveness
balance gives the numerical
measure of the balance between
the production and consumption
activities

a. Plot of 𝛆𝐔 versus 𝛆𝐂 . Yellow and grey points represent the functional urban areas (FUAs) and local
administrative units (LAUs) in Great Britain respectively while blue crosses show estimates for Singapore [3].
The dashed line shows limiting envelope for the balance between the two effectiveness indicators.
b. Temporal variations of the overall resource effectiveness (R) showing mean, standard deviation, min, and max
across the British urban systems and Singapore.
c. Temporal variations of the overall effectiveness balance (θ) showing mean, standard deviation, min, and max
across the British urban systems and Singapore.

➢ Resource-use behaviors based on clustering patterns

A new dimensionless system-wide
performance metric based on the
ratio of exergy export (including
capital generation and output to
inventory) to total exergy import,
representing a fraction of the total
resources imported that is
converted to useful products for
exporting purposes.

In an open system network, structural continuity of a
network allows circulations of resource flows in long
chains to promote higher energy transformation
through cascading urban processes within the cities.
Higher resource transformation and utilization reduce
the needs for new resource intake into the cities and
hence, less extraction from the environment.
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Case study: 38 functional urban areas in the Great Britain for 2000-2010

In the absence of producers in the system,
consumers will have to rely on resources imported,
stressing on the importance of promoting internal
linkages between producers and consumers in the
same urban system to maintain the ecological
balance and flow circulation between cities when
there are limited resources. This means the British
system has high utilization for the imported
resources but lack the ability to circulate the flows
and make use of the remaining resources instead of
causing more imports into the system. This requires
immediate attention and interventions from decision
makers for the urgently-needed transition to circular
economy for maximizing the use of existing
resources available and reduce the demand for
importing new material into the system.
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a. Mapping the taxonomy of resource-use behavior across the urban system of Great Britain through identifying
the clustering patterns based on temporal trajectories of R for 2000-2010. The characteristics of the FUAs in a
common cluster are as described in the callout boxes color-coded for cluster 1-5.
b. Plot of R against the exergy intensity (import per unit GVA) for all FUAs for 2000-2010. Each scatter point
represent a FUA in a year between 2000-2010 and the points are color-coded by the cluster. A regression line is
fitted for each cluster to show the relationship between R and exergy intensity by cluster type. This shows that
the cluster 1 (in red) has the highest gradient and hence, higher dependency on the exergy import to increase
the effectiveness of the FUAs in the same cluster. For all clusters, R decreases with import intensity suggests
that the cities are less effective when less resources are available for utilization due to reduced imports.
c. Color-coded box plots showing the distribution of R by cluster including the combined of all FUAs in the system.
Among the clusters, cluster 4 (in blue) has the highest average intensity and cluster 1 (in red) has the largest
difference between the maximum and minimum values.
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